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Record Entry In
Debate Tourney

Ten Courses
Added To
Curricula

C.O.P.Studio 'Youth Hostels'
Air Premiere Topic Of Next
Assembly
Goes Over

to, , member of the United States
Luse of Representatives from the
Itate of Illinois near the middle
iir ,f the nineteenth century, was
ha. j jorn just 130 years ago, February
Ten new courses have been added
''Ur, -2. 1809.
to the curricula of the College of
r""Last minute additions to the entry list in Pacific's the Pacific and Stockton Junior Pacific Premiere, the two hour
Around the tall, gaunt figure of
ur "Martyred President" has torensic tournament for junior colleges and lower di College this spring, according to the radio broadcast celebrating affilia
:
risen a rich store of "Lincolnia." vision or inexperienced upper division students of four respective registrars' offices.
tion with KWG, under the direction
to..
Itories almost as innumerable as year colleges made the tournament now being held the
The Senior College is offering six of John Crabbe was released over
• , hose Lincoln himself enjoyed re- strongest of its kind staged under College of Pacific of these new courses this semester. the California Radio Stations from
toy toting have been told and retold auspices. Competition will continue#
Mr. Norman is beginning a course Pacific's Conservatory last Wed
—
lories of humor and pathos alike. all day today, with finals in all
entitled California State Taxation nesday night.
as a specific supplement to the
divisions of competition scheduled
The two hours of broadcasting
more general public finance course. Band, Orchestra, A Capella Choir,
for tomorrow.
,v to[Lincoln
made one of his first apIt will deal with the taxes of the were highly successful. Pacific's
Corrections and additions to last
toiarances in society in Springfield,
state, the channels to which the and radio stage players assisted
week's list show these schools for
1
1
bUinois, where his constituents sent
money is sent.
with music and drama.
t'-jm as a member of the state leg- mally registered for one or more
Mrs. Goleman is beginning Prin KNOLES, STAGG SPEAK
sections of competition in the in
^'ijlature. He was by no means an
ciples of Social Work, a course
Pacific personalities
featured
vitational tournament: Menlo J. C.,
iipressive figure in a ballroom, but
which will give practical pointers were President Dr. Tully Knoles
Sacramento J. C., Glendale J. C.,
torr-.fccasion^lly he could be found on
for Sociology majors.
and Football Coach Amos Alonzo
Salinas J. C., Weber College, Los
"to- be outskirts of the gay crowd.
ACTIVITY CLASSES
Stagg,
Dr. Fred L. Farley, dean
Angeles
J.
C„
Bakersfield
J.
C.,
lrM tiss Mary Todd, later to become
Mr. Lawton Harris is carrying of Pacific and his son Erwin Far
Reedley J. C., University of Cali
• [rs. Lincoln, was the magnet which
on last semester's work with an ley, president of the student asso
fornia at Los Angeles, Utah Agri
tr.
* («.rew the tall, awkward young man
advanced course in Creative Leis ciation.
cultural
College,
Stanford
Univer
•too itjj.rom
his den.
n<y<
ure, covering game materials and
Other high lights were a piano
sity, Pasadena College, San Mateo
a
JOne evening Lincoln approached
actual practice work in this field. solo by Clayton Long, a violin solo
J. C., Los Angeles City College,
..[iss Todd and said, in his peMr. Harris is also teaching a by Norman Lamb, vocal solos by
University of Nevada, and the Cali
* Ct uliar idiom: "Miss Todd, I should
course entitled Group Work which Margaret George and Harmon
fornia Institute of Technology.
'" • ke to dance with you the worst
will deal with various club activi Ginn, and comedy by Little
The Pacific Student Association of
«00!.W"
ties, the training of leaders for Theatre's comedian Lucian Scott.
the College of the Pacific and the
"ill JThe young woman accepted the
LOCAL OFFICIALS
club work.
Stockton Junior College will, of
levitable and hobbled around the
The city of Stockton and station
In the Philosophy department Mr.
course, be represented.
"'Id t}jom with him. When she reColliver has a class of Logic deal KWG were also represented. An
PAST RECORDS
ononv lined to her seat, one of her
ing with training for logical think nouncing was done by Art Farey
Pasadena College debatfers won
s\iCj, pmpanions asked mischievously,
ers. Another class dealing with and John Crabbe.
four out of the five cups offered
Pacific Premiere was supported
• c^ell, Mary, did he dance with you
biographies of famous men in Dr.
in last year's Pacific Invitational
by an interested and responsive
)e worst way?"
Breed's
new
class—Distinguished
to Hi
Tournament, the second annual of
audience.
lads ban|"Yes," she answered, "the very
Public Men of the United States.
fering for junior colleges and low
J.
C.
ADDITIONS
« and aj, Jrst.
er division students. Their entry
Four courses have been added to
list this year shows two men's
21
the Junior Cc'lege curriculum.
1,1 >41 Cor future generations of de- and one women's debate team, as
In the Art department, Miss
1:5 > Iters is worthy of the heartiest well as orators and extemporaneous
Spalteholz is teaching Studio Prob-to lojfnimendation.
One clergyman speakers.
lems, a course designed to afford
* >UM l4io heard him in one of his famous
Weber College debaters from Ogadvanced students opportunity for
:
WILLIAM
B.
RUSSELL
'" "?!i jaries of debates against the "Hit den, Utah, attended last year's
exploring art forms of interest to
s' e Giant," Stephen A. Douglas, tourney, and were registered for
Death came to William Bertrand
them.
Only 694 student body cards were'
1
• ' -lot Jstifies to his skill as follows: the first tourney two years ago, Russell, 21, for two years a Pa
A unique new course in House sold up to 2 p. m. Monday. That
*'• 4:13 ?["I was specifically impressed but snow prevented their appear cific student, at the Altabates Hos
hold Science and Art is Foods and was the report made by Treasurer
"i- psrntfth the fairness and honesty of ance. College of the Pacific rela pital in Berkeley last Saturday
Nutritions for Men taught by Miss Francis Finney to the Executive
evening
at
7
p.
m.
ie man. He began by stating tions with Weber College of OgProminent in debate and student Wiens. The lecture will deal with Committee of the Pacific Student
Duglas' points as fully and fairly den, Utah, have been especially hot
government
activity while at Pa the nutritional needs of men. The Association at the committee meet
; Douglas could have done. It on the debate platform.
cific,
Russell
(known campuswide laboratory will offer instruction ing last Monday night.
ruck
me
he
Professor Griffin of the Univer
C
l>
overdid it in
Present indications are that the
is anxietY to Put his opponent's sity of Nevada has developed some as "Bill") graduated with honors and experience in the fundamentals
of "plain" cooking. Part of the total will reach the 800 mark by
from
Stockton
J.
C.
last
June.
He
gument in the most attractive outstanding teams, one of which
semester will ' e devoted to camp Saturday, 300 under last semester's
rm. But then he went at these won the men's debate at the Pa entered the University of Cali or outdoor cookery.
membership in the PSA.
fornia
in
August
to
study
law,
was
11« Clara
guments and answered them so cific Invitational Tournament two
In the technology department of
Pending complete tabulation by
nearing
the
end
of
the
first
se
nvincingly that there was noth- years ago. Stanford University
Ma 1*
Science division are two new non the business office, the Ex. Com
mester
when
overtaken
by
an
old
% more to be. said."
(together with U. C. L. A., the re
Jc
technical courses taught by Mr. mittee decided to withhold definite
maining large universities entered) kidney ailment late in November. Eby. Introduction, to F
r. r.
\;cil 'Me action on the ftard situation until
Waging
•
a
determined
battle
took both extemporaneous speak
the Union Army had been shot
against the inevitable, Bill held chanics is designed to enable the next Monday's meeting.
e. o. r. «. r. i rough the lungs while on picket ing and men's debate in division B his own until Christmas when his student to understand some of the The committee voted to pay sev
of last year's major tournament.
ity in '63. Taken to Fortress
condition took a turn for the worse, common types of mechanical equip eral outstanding bills, including
MANY MEN
necessitating his removal from the ment in every-day use. Introduc- one on the swimming pool, and also
onroe, he lay in the hospital ward
Nearly forty .teams are repre
,y after day, homesick for his
residence of Mrs. C. D. Pursel to tiono to Practical Electricity is selected the orchestra for the
sented in men's debate competition,
the Altabates Hospital. There it designed to train the student to Mardi Gras. (See Mardi Gras
ltive Maryland.
of which the largest delegation is
was found that Bill had a serious buy, use, and repair common types story.)
|One morning Lincoln visited the
Nevada's eight teams. Only eight heart ailment as well as kidney of electrical equipment.
lapital, and, as he was passing
women's teams were entered at trouble, the combination of which
found, pausing before each cot to
press time, though it was hoped made recovery impossible. He died
ak a word of cheer to each
that late registration would in five weeks later, February 4.
'ounded soldier, the poor staircrease that total.
At his bedside when the end
penter made up his mind to
Over thirty men had registered came was Frank Pursel, his room
ke known his wants,
for competition in extemporaneous mate at Pacifio for two years,
t last his turn came. "You seem
speaking on the subject, "Modern Frank's mother, Mrs. C. D. Pursel,
To start the new semester drive
y comfortable, my friend," Lini KVING BI
Education." Only about six wom whose friendship had meant so
for
financial help in the SCA pro
"The time will come when a
and fn saldH
en had signified their intention to much to Bill, and a priest.
''Not so comfortable as I should
gram
of the year the Finance Com
junior college education will be
enter the women's section.
Russell's body has been sent east
j if I could get home to Maryrequired
of
American
youth,
and
mittee
met Tuesday night in the
Oratory found twenty-three men, for interment at Springfield, Mass.
nd," was the reply.
two women entered, with a strong Lone survivor in the immediate this will be a worth-while move be Y rooms. The members began the
'What is your name?"
possibility that the sections would family is his mother, Mrs. Emily cause many companies do not hire drive by sending out letters to the
S. Stover, Company H, Second
be combined, as was done last Russell, severely ill in Spriingfield people under 21 for steady em alumni and friends of the SCA.
ryland Volunteers," came the
ployment" was the view expressed
year.
at the time of Bill's decease.
swer, and Lincoln passed on.
As chairman of the SCA Finance
by Robert Burns, registrar of the
PANEL POPULAR
Those of us who were at Pacific
In just three days came an order
Committee, Irvin Grubbs reports
College
of
Pacific,
who
spoke
to
Panel discussion, the annual when Bill came here from Spring
5m the President to transfer Prithe condition of the budget as fol
field, Mass., in September, 1937, the Frosh Club Monday evening.
te Stover, Company H, Second tournament, proved to be one of
lows: All portions are coming
A
nominating
committee
selected
the most popular sections of the will never forget the tall, mildryland Volunteers by water to
officers for the new semester. An through from the administration,
affair. Registration had reached mannered, distinguished - looking
hospital at Annapolis.
student body and the faculty. The
boy who knew so much about election will be held at the next
nearly twenty by press time.
student drive fell short about $70.00
meeting.
Those
nominated
were:
The panel discussion will be politics, the theatre, sports, life in
of the expected amount.
President
and
vice-president,
Effie
' pre nearly as busy in Lincoln's judged and awards given as in general. Cultured in every sense
If this last drive of the year is
Caiderwood and Carolyn Grubbs;
ne as they are today, though other contests. The subjects for of the word, young Russell In
successful, the budget will be raised
Secretary-treasurer,
i
Jessie
Hannay
ey weren't quite so bold or well- discussion are various parts of the herited a wealth of tradition from
to practically normal.
e o f M a s s a c h u s e t t s ' o l d e s t and Catherine Elder; recreational
janized. That they were active national Pi Kappa Delta question
The cut of the regular amount
director, Walter Gilgert and Quincy
families,
but
with
that,
unfor
ough is shown by this little dealing with federal expenditure
Hamilton; and publicity, Geraldine usually given by the Community
tunately,
a
frail
constitution.
He
ecdote.
and the national debt.
Chest accounted for a great deal
had come alone to Stockton for Cullers.
Abraham Lincoln once received a LINFIELD PLAN
President Jack Hanner presided. of the unbalanced nature of the
his
health
as
well
as
an
education.
ter asking for a "sentiment"
All entries iri debate will go
According to Effie Calerwood, budget. The committee hopes that,
[ictorian influence) and his au- through five rounds of competition While here, he got both.
Boy of great ambition, Bill next week's program will consist with the collection of the pledges
raph. His reply was charac- before any eliminations are made,
of a discussion meeting to he led made by the students and drive
istic.
During the next three rounds all headed for U. C. and a future In
by Dr. Arthur Foote, minister at to alumni and friends, the budget
law?
He
had
a
secret
desire
to
be
ear Madam: When you ask a those with less than three defeats
the Unitarian Church of Stockton. will soon be balanced.
nger for that which is of in- in the first five rounds will con come a senator and, some day,
His topic of national interest will
president
of
the
United
States.
His
•est only to yourself, always en- tinue competition.
Should this
be "Civil Liberties," a subject
ise a stamp, (signed) Abraham leave no one team undefeated or in ability, background, personality
warranted such a goal—everything which Dr. Foote has been present
coin.
superior position to the others,
but his health was in his favor. ing at his last few church meet
final debates will be held Saturday
And it was his health, aggravated ings.
o
by a damper climate, that halted
l ir fWe here highly resolve, that afternoon.
Extemporaneous speaking will
a potentially brilliant career at KNOLES IN CHICAGO
** '
djifese dead shall not have died in
take place at 9:45 this morning, the its very outset.
Dr. Tully C. Knoles represented
IIn; that this nation, under God,
About the first tangible evi
semi-final round at 2:30 this after
Fraternity brothers at Rho not only the College of the Pacific,
b-ll have a new birth of freedom,
dence of the decay in activi
noon, and the finals tomorrow at Lambda Phi, members of five but all the Pacifio Coast and the
that the government of the
ties of the Pacific Student As
2:00. Oratory will follow extemp classes at Pacific, particularly the Hawaiian Islands, at a recent meet
Dple, by the people, and for the
sociation which the laggard
at 10:45 a. m., with finals listed for Class of '40, will forever carry the ing of the Methodist Board of Edu
Ibple shall not perish from the
student body card sale is
tomorrow at 3:00 p. m. Debate memory of Bill Russell with them, cation. The meeting an annual
19 tt.h."—Abraham Lincoln's Getbringing came with the de
round four will be held at 3:30, as a picture of one of the finest event, was held in Chicago during
teburg Address.
cision of the forensic squad to
round five at 4:30, and the first types of men that they ever knew. the week of the big Midwest bliz
o
pass up competition at the an
round beyond the preliminaries at
zards.
B. B.
nual Lin field Invitational
8:00 tonight.
in McMinnville, Oregon, next
Tomorrow morning at 9:00 round
week.
NS
seven of debate will take place,
This will be the first time
and round eight at 10:30. Any
in five years that the Pacific
rounds
beyond
that
will
be
run
off
Hot
Student Associationo has not
at the discretion of the tournament
been represented at this an
j,iil '''' The five candidates for teaching committee.
nual classic forensic encount
The public is invited to attend
|y| ||k'' itlons who finished their work
er of the West Coast. Col
p'he conclusion of the past sem- any or all events, and can secure
"Italy's Foreign Policy and It's position as assistant professor of
lege of the Pacific teams
11
y were all successful in obtaln- information at Anderson Social
v ,-»
have
constantly been near the
languages
at
the
College
of
the
Pa
Relation
to
the
United
States"
will
,
peaching positions.
Hall.
top in these tournaments,
,13
i placements are as follows:
be the subject for Professor Louis cific, Mr. Vannuccini serves as pro
and, with this year's squad the
iCencirulo—Selma ElementJ. Vannuccini's address at the next fessor of Italian at Stockton High
,h o1
largest and one of the most
hn
meeting of the International Af School.
experienced in Pacific debate
"P
^0 orie Nichols—Modesto EleDuring his address, Professor
history, Dr. McCall and Pro
Plans are now under way for fairs Club to be held in the S. C. A.
jtV School.
Vannuccini
will attempt to clarify
fessors Betz and Nichols were
Rooms
next
Tuesday
at
3:20.
'
. is Jackson — Clear Like a banquet of the International Af
the relationships along the Romelooking forward to a strong
I'l"'1
J}!'1 Elementary School, Lake fairs Club to be held Saturday, Feb
Professor Vannuccini has re
Berlin axis. Since central California
.iff
<
effort to bring home the
ruary
25
at
the
Gim
Ling
Chinese
ceived recognition by the govern has received many of her most
ll»l
r'l
sweepstakes cup, as well as
. nil1 jrie Vachon—San Joaquin Restaurant. Some prominent local
ment of Italy for his outstanding respected citizens from Italy, this
the usual one or two wom
. * 1I
Chinese speaker will be obtained
rtjf, 0 * .«'jj
work
in spreading appreciation of problem should attract more than
en's cups.
to
speak
to
the
group
after
the
|$0* ,'| rt Stone—Santa Clara High
the culture of Italy. Besides his usual interest.
dinner.

Eighteen Schools Vie In Pacific
Invitational; Finals Tomorrow

fi:

Both Colleges Offer
New Spring Subjects

Network Program
Inaugurates New
KWG Affiliation

to*
3

IN MEMORIAM

n Society

°', ^Jfie IEExample Lincoln . . .

•f Stair-Carpenter . . . .

COFFEE

Burns Forecasts
J. C. Trends For
Frosh Club

SCA Resumes
Finance Drive

2043 Pacific

"jfutograph Hunters

% I Rotable Quote

Speaker To Present
Lecture, Movies
As Assembly speaker on Thurs
day, February 16th, the SCA is
bringing Miss Betty Blodgett of
Mt. Holyoke College. Her timely
subject, "Youth Hostels," will be
accompanied by movies of hostels
in European countries and the
United States.
Miss Blodgett is a graduate of
Mt. Holyoke College and was made
the president of the Outing Club
there in 1935. Always interested
in Youth movements she traveled
abroad in 1932 studying Girl Scout
camps and their organization. She
was one of the first young peope
to join Isabella and Monroe Smith,
the national directors of Hostelry,
their work of bringing youth hos
telry to America. She has had a
great part in the setting up of
hostels in New England—the first
of such hostels in this country.
Not only is Miss Blodgett to
speak in Assembly, but the preced
ing Wednesday night she will speak
to the Group Leadership class in
Room 207 of the Administration
building.
Following the Assembly Thurs
day there will be a luncheon for
Miss Blodgett in the SCA rooms.
Thursday night, she will speak
at the Weber School at 8 p. m.
The public is invited.

PSA CARD SALES 300
UNDER FALL TERM

Northen
btandin

aofic

Don't Miss SeniorFaculty Game—
The Season's Funfest

College of the Pacific, Stockton, Cali fornia, Friday, February 10, 1939

'V IN THE
to''9\

%

Ed Koehler promised definite
action on the new bulletin board
for the Administration Building,
stated that it would be installed
next week.
The group voted to choose a
Vocational Guidance Committee to
consist of outstanding students in
various departments of activity at
Pacific. This committee will work
with Dean of Men Jim Corson on
the annual vocational guidance
program to be held on the campus
in April,
Possibility of sending student
delegates to the San Diego State
Conference of College Deans was
discussed and Bob Kientz was
selected to line up a group of stu
dent leaders to go to the meet,
which will be held April 13 and 14.

Racial Problems
Chapel Theme
"Inter-Racial Understanding" will
be the chapel theme for the chapel
services next Tuesday, the 14th.
The Reverend R. E. Wilson of the
African Methodist Church will be
the speaker. Music will be ren
dered by the Reverend Nicholas
Diavila of the Mexican Church, the
A Capella Choir, and possibly an
international quartet.
C. O. P.-STANFORD DEBATE
Bill Biddick and Carl Fuller rep
resented the Pacific Student Asso
ciation against Carew and Ander
son of Stanford University in a
non-decision debate last Tuesday in
the S. C. A. Rooms. The regular
Pi Kappa Delta subject was used,
with Pacific defending the nega
tive.

Les Hite On Top
For "Mardi" Job
MCA Verdict to Decide Band Choice;
Feb. 24 Set As Queen Deadline
With final word yet to be received from Music Cor
poration of America officials in San Francisco, the selec
tion of Les Hite and his widely-known sepia swingsters
to play at Pacific's fourth annual Mardi Gras, March
11, appeared today to be a virtual certainty. The Execu
tive Committee approved the selec
tion of Hite last Monday night, and
all that remains is the okay from
the MCA, according to Trevor Grif
fiths, chairman of the carnival.
Final approval by the MCA is
Thursday April 20, has
contingent upon Hite's getting an
been set as the day for the
other 'job" in this area Friday
annual Pacific Student Asso
night, March 10. Griffiths expects
ciation election by the PSA
to get a reply today or tomorrow.
Executive Committee.
KING POSSIBILITY
Nominations will be made
In the event that Hite will not
at the Thursday Assembly,
be available March 11, the selection
April 13, a week before elec
will probably fall on Saunders
tion' day.
King, and his orchestra, another
Following the precedent
colored aggregation. The Ex. Com
set last year, the early elec
mittee also considered Gene Krupa,
tion ' will enable incoming
the drum king, and his band, but
officers for the fall semes
deemed them too expensive.
ter to sit in on present com
Working together with Griffiths
mittee meetings, obtain a
in the selection of the orchestra is
working knowledge of their
the Music Committee, consisting
duties to come.
of Herman Sapiro and Beatrice
McCarL
Other plans for the Mardi Gras,
which takes place four weeks from
tomorrow at the Stockton Civic
Memorial Auditorium, are rapidly
taking shape.
The Decorations Committee of
Bob Bastian and Artelle Baxter
has decided to adhere strictly to
the New Orleans Mardi Gras theme,
with more elaborate trimmings,
greater color than last year.
QUEEN PLANS
Feature of the Mardi Gras is
Painting of lines for the new the election and coronation of the
parking areas will be started to queen, chosen by members of the
student body. Each women's living
day, weather permitting, and the
group on the campus selects a
new traffic regulations will go into candidate, making five in all, from
effect Monday.
whom is chosen the regal majesty
The Student Affairs Committee is to reign over the Gras festivities.
This year Dick Bentley, chair
in charge of the new campus traf
man of the Queen Committee, has
fic regulations which will include set February 24 as the deadline for
blocking Science Lane, Chapel Way, entries of candidates. The queenly
and Campus Way on week days. contestants will be presented in
Double parking will be allowed on Assembly, March 2, and election by
PSA members will be held from
Stadium Drive. In back of Men's 11:40 a. m. to 5 p. m. to the same
Hall and in front of the Science day.
Identity of the winner will not
Building and Conservatory will be
be announced until the night of
found additional parking space.
the Mardi Gras. Runners-up to the
The regulations will be in effect winner will, as in the past, be
throughout the school week, but on maids-of-honor to the queen.
rainy days the present traffic sys
Costumes will be rented to PSA
tem will be used and the "horses" members at a minimum charge.
for blocking traffic will be re Jane Jordan, chairman of the Cos
moved.
tume Committee, will have various
Bill Biddick, chairman of the garbs from a San Francisco cosStudent Affairs Committee, adds, tumery on display at Anderson
"On rainy days—no horses!"
Hall starting February 27.
Publicity will be handled by a
committee headed by Bill Becker.
Programs, in line with the decora
tions theme, will be in the hands of
Stan Hill, while Francis Finney,
PSA treasurer, will be in charge of
finances.
MANY PRIZES
The Prize Committee, chairSixteen elementary practice
teachers, under the supervision of maned by Jerry Cicinato, an
Mrs. Pease, are starting off the nounces that awards will be made
to the best matched couple,
new semester.
Barbara Gammons, Jan Wright, most original and most colorful
Carmen Tindall, Catherine Lund, costumes, male and female, in three
Dawn Walters, Betty Booth, Rudy divisions—student, alumni and fac
Rivera, Park Wilson, Gabriel ulty. Downtown merchants are co
Housladen, Pat Mason and Hertha operating with prize donations.
John Crabbe, in charge of radio
Rausch are located at the Woodrow
plans, is attempting to get a full
Wilson School.
Junan Bronzich, Peggy Corkett, hour on KWG, with at least 15
Verna Dunstan and Mrs. Fawkes minutes of the broadcast to be re
leased to the California Radio Sys
will be at the Weber school.
Edith Ijams will do her teaching tem's seven-station network. The
in a rural school of San Joaquin broadcast will probably come from
10 to 11 p. m., when merry-mak
county.
ing will be at its height
The Gras will start at 9 p. m.,
end at 1 a. m., Sunday morning.
—:
o

PSA VOTES
APRIL 20

New Parking
Laws Start
Monday

Zones Painted Today
If Weather Is Good

Sixteen Students
In Elementary
Practice Work

NEW LIBRARIAN

J. C. Enrollment
Figures Rising

NO FUNDS!!
DEBATERS
STAY HOME

. . .

ive Graduates
Teaching
Depositions

Junior College registration Is
steadily climbing, according to fig
ures released by Registrar Windmiller's office. Up until Tuesday
evening 1122 students had enrolled,
including 78 beginning Freshmen.
About 40 students were required to
pay thi fee for late registration.

NARANJADO
RATES UP
TOMORROW

-

Ric>

»

iaie
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AFFAIRS CLUB TO
HEAR VANNUCCINI

I. A. C. Dinner

A. C. GEROULD, recently appointed Head Librarian
of the College of the Pacific Library, appears right at
home at his new desk,. Gerould came to Pacific from
Stanford, where he was Assistant Research Librarian.
Graduate of Dartmouth (and Columbia Library School),
he is a ski enthusiast, hopes that his new position will
allow him occasional time out for slaloming in the

Sierras.

t

V"*

M

chase Naranjado tickets for
Today is the last day to pur
chase Naranjado tickets for
the special $1.50 rate. After
today the rates will go up one
dollar.
"Buy today, you need only
to pay fifty cents down, and
the rest is payable later in
the semester," urges' Bill
Workman, in charge of ticket
sales.
The Naranjado is being of
fered to the students at this
low rate for their convenience,
and after today the rate will
be $2.50.
This special offer also ap
plies to faculty members.
BUY TODAY AND SAVE!

fi
%

*
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Weekly Feature© Editorial
PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1939

POSITIVELY THE LAST

THREE LITTLE WORDS

warning you'll see in these columns concerning stu
dent body cards is the following. To some, the sub
ject may seem overworked, but TO ALL there is noth
ing more vital. The virtues and advantages of being
a member of the PSA have been extolled time and
time again. Yet, as this is written, no more than 750
have signed up for student body cards—about 350
behind last semester's mark.
Unless there is a decided pick-up in the purchase
of PSA cards within the next week, the PSA budget
will have to be curtailed, with a corresponding cur
tailment of student body activities, which would be
unfortunate, to say the minimum. We doubt that
any student attending either the Junior or Senior Col
lege is in favor of cutting down student body activi
ties. We think that many students who have not yet
bought their cards might be interested in the follow
ing items:
Plans for Pacific's big social event, the Mardi
Gras, are rapidly taking form. A top-notch "name"
band has been selected, more elaborate decoration
and refreshment ideas have been promised by the
Gras committee. The event, only a month off now,
looms as the biggest of the "Mardis" to-date. To
miss it would be a social catastrophe, not to mention
a downright neglect of Pacific tradition. There is a
possibility that free admittance may be limited to
couples, both of whom, are members of the Pacific
Student Association or of the Alumni Association. In
which case the need for a student body card becomes
absolutely imperative—for girls as well as men. It
might be a good thing to be on the safe side.
As for all activities—athletic teams, debate, band,
A Capella, orchestra, fraternity and sorority member
ship (which is going to be a big item when rushing
starts in the near future)—a student body card as
sures you the right to participate in any or all of
them. Without a card—nothing.
Perhaps there IS a large group of students which
doesn't care to do anything but attend classes. We WHEN YOU
acknowledge the existence of such a group, but do not
feel that it is as large as early student body sales
would indicate. It is our opinion that the great ma
By GLADYS HUGHES
jority of the enrollment of both colleges feels that
extra-curricular activities ARE valuable, sometimes Now that we have again settled
as much or more so than regular classes. We hold down to the old grind, It is time
you to begin some serious read
that many of those who have not yet bought PSA for
ing. There is always more inter
cards will recognize the validity of the argument for esting material in a book read
extra-curricular activity. There is an activity for while assignments pile themselves
dizzily than in any other kind.
practically every student here at Pacific. Get your up
POETRY CORNER
student body card and join some organization. Get So—we offer you a few snappy
choices to while away the week.
the most out of your college life.
First among our choices is Frank
One activity exists for every student here—stu Ernest
Hill's THE WESTWARD
dent government. The PSA election in April gives STAR. Of course, I know that
every member of the student body a voice in the con many readers do not care for
trol of undergraduate affairs. A PSA card means a poetry, but for those who do in
an amateur way, this is delightful.
vote in the election on April 20.
Mr. Hill has for years been known

Read

as a compiler and editor of other
people's poetry. With Joseph Aus
lander he edited the famous
WINGER HORSE ANTHOLOGY,
work which has met with high
recently set forth by the Student Affairs Committee apraise
all over America.
will go into effect Monday, providing all the prelim Now Mr. Hill turns to writing his
inary painting has been accomplished by then. These own verse, and, to our way of think
ing, does a most excellent job of
new regulations have been installed to prevent the it.
THE WESTWARD STAR is
occurrence of any serious accident on the campus, by the outgrowth of Mr. Hill's inter
keeping traffic away from those areas where between- est in the pioneers of California,
classes congestion is greatest. In theory, the new caused by the tales his grand
mother, herself a pioneer, told him.
parking plan is the finest suggestion ever made for The poem is a long narrative of
safeguarding students on the campus.
the trip West of an emigrant train,
In practice, it is bound to meet with opposition which made the trip slightly after
the ill-fated Donner party expedi
from those students who are accustomed to the dubi tion had gone through.
ous, reckless luxury of whizzing around the corner of The descriptions of the Indians,
Stadium Drive on two wheels, shooting down the the feeling of struggle aroused by
the emotional conflicts of the main
Main drag,' just missing another car and a couple characters, the growth—before your
of girls running for class, pulling into a parking very eyes—of the main characters—
spot so abruptly that break lining and auditors, alike, all these things make for vivid and
colorful writing and reading. We
are crucified, and then scooting for class "just in recommend this to those people
time to make that 8 o'clock." It will undoubtedly in who like long narrative poems
convenience many of the members of the student which are really worth reading.
DASHING FICTION
body. But what is a little inconvenience when it For really a double-plus- fiction
means the sparing of accidents? A walk of an extra with an historical background we
block is not going to be an unendurable strain, even recommend A CROOKED FUR
ROW by Jeffery Farnol. It is a
if a drop or two of rain is falling. However, the Stu story
of two cousins, Roland and
dent Affairs Committee has promised that the streets Oliver, who hate each other, love
won t be blocked off on days when the weather is un- the same girl, fight battles together,
win final peace and happiness
dul> inclement. Which means that the parking* laws and
together in eighteenth century Eng
will only be in effect under favorable weather condi land. Here, in this rather tritetions. If that isn't safeguarding student health, you sounding tale, we have again the
Farnol of THE AMATEUR GEN
come up with one!
TLEMAN at his best, and we
Abide by this parking law and we'll all have a safer recommend it to those who love a
campus!
good, lusty novel with lots of action
and authentic background.
"IDYLLIC TRAVEL
If you prefer travel, we think
you may like Waldemar Bonsels'
AN INDIAN JOURNEY, a slightly
are under consideration of the College of the Pacific different travel book. Mr. Bon
Scholarship Committee this week. The committee sels is a. philosopher, and his book
is a philosophic study of India. His
could make no better decision than to post at least adventures
are not wild and haire
tU!tl
°"
onal scholarship for foreign student victims raising, but rather peaceful and
of Lazi Fascist intolerance. In addition to the hu dreamlike as befit those which are.
the mind, not the body. (By the
manitarian aspect of the project, no better advertise of
way, the school library has a copy
ment for the school could be had. A German student of this—free adv.) Read it for a
of high caliber continuing his college education at "rather weird experience, and a pic
ture of the most lazy, dreamy,
Pacific, would be a definite asset to the school, to the Idyllic
existence imaginable.
community, to the democracy and its spirit that means That ought to be enough to keep
so much to us Americans.
you occupied until we meet again.
As soon as the scholarship Committee puts its Goodbye and goodo reading.

PARKING LAWS

REFUGEE SCHOLARSHIPS

stamp of approval on the plan, it is up to campus or
ganizations, headed by the S. C. A., to start a cam
paign to sponsor the refugee student, keep him in
loom and board and work. This is a project that the
local churches and synagogues and other local or
ganizations would be glad to help along. There is a
real chance here to start a fine community project.

Yearbook Proofs
All Naranjado proofs must be
handed in to the Information Of
fice by Wednesday, no later. Will
all those who have sent thenproofs in to Oakdale please leave
their names at the Information Of
fice in care of the Naranjado,

-By BASTIAN
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W H I R L
By TWINCHELL
CAN YOU TAKE
IT, CUTTER?
Grettlngs, Gates* If you are in
the swing frame of mind, cats,
we'd like to get in the groove and
wrap up a little session of solid
jamaroo. We've heard that your
Rug Cutter, the rotund maestro
of succatash, broke all existing rec
ords by getting his column in on
Monday so this is the time to steal
his stuff. We've long envied his
task of tpying with one finger and
keeping his place with the other.
A little off the regular beat, but
to introduce the collegiate aspect
to this plagiaristic saga we're go
ing to trace some of these hepcats back to the days when they
combined playing the flute with
throwing the javelin or when they
played standing guard In between
fiddle lessons. It seems many of
our present-day kings of swing
and rajahs of rhythm were pretty
good athletes back In the days be
fore they hit the networks and
celluloids.
% So let's wax a
couple:—

COLLEGIUM
VIA GROSSE
First off, we extend a welcome to
all the little swabs that have taken
up their quarters here. Mind your
elders and keep your trap shut and
naught but good will come to ye,
we hope.
ADVANCE NOTICE TO ALL
owners of moving junkpiles: The
seventh annual hack race will be
held in Fresno April 15. In the
words of their newspaper, the Col
legian, it will be f'the most unique
and universally publicized event
sponsored by any college or uni
versity in the nation. But Fresno
State is taking no chances, for Her
officials state that the race will be
slowed down to avoid injury.
IN THE 1939 YEARBOOK,
Encyclopedia, and Reference manu
al of the Hoboes, Incorporated,
edited by the hobo king, Jeff Davis,
comes this choice excerpt lifted
bodily from the Trojan of Southern
California: "There is a vast differ
ence between a hobo, a tramp, and
a bum, for a hobo will work, a
tramp won't, and a bum couldn't if
he wanted to." Nicely said, brother.
WHILE IN TROY, WE'LL JUST
sketch the magazine situation for
our discerning readers, if any. It
seems LIFE and COLLIER'S are
leading the pack with the SATEVEPOST and LIBERTY in third and
fourth places. The Trojans, like
everyone else, like quality and price
above all else. As an indicator of
the interest shown, the magazine
circulation has tripled in three
years.
*

•

*

INDIA IS SORT OF FAR
afield for the Daily Californian to
go, but this time it has returned
with a good story. The illiterates
in 1600 night schools in India pre
fer a quiet smoke at home to the
industry of the school room. As
an inducement to get them back in
the schools, the authorities are of
fering them free pipes and tobac
co to use in class. In this way they
hope to eliminate illiteracy.
PLENTY OF RED TAPE BARS
the way before you can calj Nationla 1414 and ask for F. D. R. A
couple of boys from Syracuse tried
it and wound up talking with a seo
retary.
It's too bad television
wasn't in, for the secretary might
have seen their disappointment and.
fixed everything up by getting them
one of the Jones boys. Get it?
F. D. R. Jones (Oh, you don't want
it?)
THE U. S. MAY BE THE
center of the film industry, says
the Californian, but Great Britain
has the critical fans. The British
ers prefer our gangster films and
go nuts over W. - C. Fields and
Chaplin. American actresses are
criticized for refusing roles that
don't allow them to capitalize upon
their appearance. They say Eng
lish actresses never do.

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK
Speaking of the weather, as who
isn't these days, have you heard
of the weather forecaster who had
to resign his job? The weather
didn't, agree with hint
M. R. E.
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AN OPEN LETTER
To Eddie Cantor:
Probacy by this time you are
wise to the fact that college stu
dents are suspicious of the motive
behind an artist's appearance in
behalf of charity or some other hu
manitarian cause. They are not
so sure that the artist is more in
terested in the publicity that such
events afford than the worth of
the cause.
However, Mr. Cantor, "The Cat's
Whisker" is sure it expresses the
opinion and regard of Pacificites,
here and elsewhere, that your re
cent appearance in behalf of the
Infantile Paralysis "Dimes" Drive
was sincerely in the interest of the
campaign itself. "The Cat's Whis
ker" is happy to join with other
writers in commending you also
for the splendid way in which you
mastered and piloted its hour-long
parade of stars over the ether
waves.
Gratefully yours,
"THE CAT'S WHISKER"
RADIO TRENDS
"Peter" Brown, '28, of NBC Hol
lywood, writes about a new maga
zine—"The Radio Digest," just off
the press. She relates that It con
tains summarized reports and
stories of the best programs of the
preceding week. This would be a
boon to students who take their
radio seriously, for it gives them
an opportunity to re-hear pro
grams by the printed page, pro
grams they have missed due to
some insistent professor or some
intolerable assignment. (You've
got something there, Peter.)

p
of
The rave of the week, as far ti»
this columnist is concerned, is aD'jrO P18>'
Buddy Rogers and his fine o\y,
"'7
Thov'ro
m ..
nt zi
They're nlairlnnplaying at
the Shall*.
-al ^'yr1 ''
Ballroom in San Francisco and ft
be heard almost any night of 4^'
week on the airwaves. The 4^
att
id.
rangements are marvel ou 5Pr'n"*\
>

thought out; and the execution#
cah>Pbc
the band, as a whole, is witflP°u^ jiah8ch
flaw.
^liwovd' lib
Rogers (a close relative of Mt SB18' Cort
Pickford, or did you know?) il fc'en . dion<
excellent front man for the h,e#yl!!Vent:
because of his pleasing and uujs B
suming personality. Its' a p
ure to review an ex-movle star bonded the '! ...nleader who hasn't an excess ofL studen
,
pose tissue in the cranial cav,v *ftcrr\ , '
tlunt
•
ome
BACKGROUND OF BAND
L for s ..
The history of the band brfSF0,il, not 1
:
out the fact that it was origin *
from '
formed in New Jersey by Fri# n' V'
Smith
Dailey and enjoyed a good dea»nie
njce ^ ^
popularity at the Cedargrove Cc som°,, «, • in,
l
l
try Club, Compton's Turn pi
,.h, (',
N. J. When Rogers decided to Uou,
Ert»n' '
' ' Ric
p ,e
the movies for a band-leading *r!*nd JIar> "
he bought the band from Dailey :? B'"n
$27,000.
Miss
"
The outstanding member of 't;eph(ne
band is the drummer, Russ Iss
This hide-beater de luxe turns
some of the tastiest licks that
ever tickled your Cutter's ear*. . .
—
shouldn't be long before this i,„ ti
M P
W
will be given the credit* due |0T
and it wouldn't be a great sura
•
to see him with a band life© G«p fl T 5
man, Dorsey, or Shaw In the I
future. There is also an eight Hall will be ':ie
year-old trumpet player (name".traditional Sonic: <'
known) who has a terrific sa honoring nev.
on solo choruses and a high reg tjch all Senior C that Is almost as good as Licordially invit- 1
Armstrong.
|rjng at eight oVl r,
Don't fail to listen In to this sj be greeted by Preoutfit, and If you get a chanc ^ Tully Cleon Kr. •
hear them In S. F., by all mean md Mrs. Fred
so. The outstanding arranged Mrs. Jamc-s C. C •
in their library of tunes is Opal Berg, Dean si
"American Patrol March," In wj Elliott and M r. .
drummer Isaacs is given ample- Burns will for-; •
portunity to show his wares. L.

Writer
»ption Will Comp:

ON THE "THREE"—
Ozzie Nelson took part in four
sports at Rutgers, quarterbacking
the football team for three years
and playing on the lacrosse, swim
ming and boxing teams. Judging
by the smooth stuff he still deals
out, it seems he still knows how PACIFIC'S PREMIERE
Mr. Alex Donsker
to call his plays. (How about that
At the moment of writing Pa
Sports Editor
"gadget," Gates?)
cific and John Crabbe are fran
Pacific Weekly
Glen Gray of the solid Casa Lotically rehearsing and re-wrlting
Mr. Donsker:
ma outfit was a star athlete in
continuity and stunts for the twohigh
school,
but
had
to
give
up
Of all the lousy write-ups, the
hour radio show
when you
one following the St. Mary's game sports for music at Illinois Wes- read this, will have already been
leyan for fear of injuring his
broadcast to every nearby dale and
was above all the lousiest. After hands.
valley. However, whatever the suc
reading it
in San
Francisco
Wayne King, a high school bas
cess will be, or has been, much of
Chronicle, and the Stockton Rec ketball and football player before
the credit for his gigantic, colos
he
started
to
pour
out
the
honey,
ord, lo and behold we open up
sal, stupendous (pardon us Mr.
is now an enthusiastic tennis, hunt
ate Carter and I - ,
our own school paper and read
Durante), and sumptuous event WATCH FOR THIS
ing and fishing participant. On the
A
scoop
on
the
Mardi
Gras:
charge of gene ral
goes
to
John
Crabbe.
If
Pacific
what another outside reporter has greens he totals an 18 hole card
ever had a hard worker In its just come in. It looks as th« lor the affair, W!
written about our team. It is
that is consistently In the low
campus studios, we've really got the traditional New Orleans th.' the faculty n:
rotten shame. ' Have you ever seventies.
Never In the corn—
one in John. (This is not a paid will be carried out to the flnahserving the p..
seen the time, or even heard of playing golf.
gree by the use of a colored t program ha
ad!) Hello, KWG and CBS!
the time our basketball team was
Horace Heidt was one of the
of big name caliber. That sot;: will include
behind, 13-0? Did you ever hear greatest athletes ever to graduate CONTRIBUTES TALENT
like good news to us, so keep jj Miss France H
of a lost cause before the game
from Sulver Military Academy,
fingers crossed until final
was over? Did you ever hear of
starring on che basketball, football,
firmatlon goes through.
the other fellows who played their t r a c k a n d b o x i n g t e a m s . . . a
SHAW GOOD
hearts out and aren't even men spinal injury stopped what might
Artie Shaw's band is impro
tioned? In other words, we sug
have been a brilliant career in
in leaps and bounds, and thelij
gest you go to the games and find
varsity football at U. of California
ing over the Benchley show
out and report the true facts and
and Jack Kearns swears he'd have
Sunday night was just aboul
some of the things the student
been a potential Dempsey inside the
best yet. The arrangement o:
body as a whole would be in squared circle. (Or a horizontal
Carioca brought the house di
terested to read. Anyhow reliable palooka!)
The applause was so treme:
information is always available to
IN THE GROOVE
that the announcer barely had
the Sports Editor, if you will take
Frank Galassi played one sea
to put in the final plug be
the time to look it up. If you can't
son for the Jersey City Giants in
closing the broadcast.
get to the games by hook or crook
the International League. Before
OFF THE RECORDS
or by just going, you don't deserve
he started to dish out musical vi
In the record department, j'j#er . .
to be Sports Editor of our paper,
brations he was given a tryout with
enr)' '
favorite disc of the week is "RjS|
We have seen you at exactly one
the New York Giants.
On Her Fingers," and "Ferdii.
lelly
game away from home and we be
Red Nichols played basketball
the Bull" by the Merry Macs,
lieve it was because of an article
and ran on the track team at Cul
written to the Tiger Rag.
just about the last word in q
ver Military Academy
His ath
tet singing, and should be oi
It is a damn shame when things
letic career ceased at the ripe age
get so bad that the Pacific
Must Have" list of every ri
Weekly's
Sport
Editor
hasn't of sixteen when he ran away to
collector. Erskine Hawkins
blow a trumpet.
enough interest in the team to fol
an excellent job on "Stud;
Sammy Kaye, the "Swing and
low them loyally. We want action
Blue," and "Easy Rider." Ha
Sway"
man,
captained
track
and
and we believe we have the right
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND will does things with a trumpet
basketball teams in high school play the feminine lead opposite
to ask for it.
have never been tried before ii
and won three letters at Ohio U. Spencer Tracy In the Screen Guild
actly the same way. Listen
The Night Riders
Sammy learned his undulating Show, Sunday, February 12, 4:30
work and you'll see what we nj ^ t UI*|
P S. If you don't know who we rhythm on the hardwood floors.
p. m. Miss de Havilland is con By the way, the Merry Mac d
are, read your paper,
(Better he should a "stood" with tributing her talents gratis to the
on Decca, and the Hawkins
the hoops, my dear!),
show, as is Tracy.
is on Bluebird.^
Tom Coakley, now practicing law
Ac
o
if we're up to date, won varsity
Cornell
University has been
The 160 freshmen and sa'^Oiig
letters from St. Mary's and Cali given a collection of early Ameri
Hon
mores at Goucher College ft'Ol)
Asks BONNIE SMITH
of
fornia in basketball.
Che
can fire-fighting relicts numbering no less than 114 different part
fobs
And of course that man who does 50 pieces.
God pity the library lizard,
sonal curricula.
everything, Mrs. Crosby's favorite
With his books piled as high
son, Bing, did not start his inter
as the skies.
est in sports by nursing ponies.
He never studies or concen
Blng and his brother, Bob, played
trates,
Published every Friday during the College year by the
baseball for Gonzaga U. but that's
He just sits and rests his
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
not news. (Or is It, Gates?)
eyes.
at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, n
TRUCK ON DOWN!
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in|
He always sits facing the door
George Hall was barred from tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
way
baseball by irate parents who
And starts at the slightest
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
swore he'd injure his fingers. So
sound.
George goes out for football and
1938
Member
Then assuming a mask of in
breaks his big toe in a scrim
difference
mage for dear old -Cornell. (And
He commences his looking
his parents had to "foot" the bill.
around.
. . Boy, are we "ricky-ticky.")
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
Fred Waring, the strongest man
He ogles the blonde in the
on the collegiate side who has been BILL BECKER
RICHARD EA'
corner
Editor
consistent favorite for these
Manager
He eyes the brunette with
many years, managed the football Phone 9-9121 or 3-2234
Phone 9-9121 or
a. smile.
team at Pennsylvania St. in the
Then
he
straightens
his
days when State used to turn out.
STAFF
manly shoulders,
All-Americans. (A solid hepper,
NEWS: Editor—Gregg Phifer.
here, swingeroos!)
And confident, strides to the
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Bob Wilkinson, Janet McGinnir,
'•CllAme
files.
Kay Kyser—no, not even he, but Stegall.
he did help the cause at North
Reporters: Bonnie Smith, Betty Brocklehurst, Jessie Ha
He pores over science and
Carolina by being head cheer lead- Charlotte Peterson, Kathryn MacDonald, Clio Abercromble,
•ew
hls'try
f
and sometimes that's mope Scheere, Jack Hidy, Gladys Sanguinetti, Laura Lou Chllds, Betty
Hncj
While "tabbing" each freshstrenuous than running a quarter Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Lamb.
man and soph.
mile against time. (Or listening to
*** Vai
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
Then exactly at ten, he picks
singing song titles" all night.)
Reporters:
Jane
Jordan,
Lois
Wheeler,
Frances
Hull,
Janet
B
AH, YES—
up his pen
Marguerite Etzel, Barbara Caswell, Pat Carson.
And goes home to sleep it
And last but not most, our own
all off.
Herm Sapiro has a racquet on
SPORTS: Editor—Alex Donsker.
the side too. . . . Let's leave it
Reporters: Jack Price, Clyde Lindsay, Don Bartoni.
God pity the library lizard!
there. (Boy, do we "send" our
selves!)
In studies he never win rate.
FEATURES: Editor—Dot Stegall.
But he always has a good
Associates: Buford Bush, Ray Grosse, Gladys Hughes,
o
Haryey, Ralph Trembley, Primo Yob, Bonnie Smith.
prospect
In the U. S. there are 675 en
When it comes to getting a
dowed colleges and universities
ART: Editor—Bob Bastian.
date!
which have a total of more than
Associate—Dave Matthews.
$1,500,000,000 in endowment.
Staff Photographer Dick Rirldell.
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this issue of Incompasses should be dedicated
basketball team, with all
i
-espect and sympathy.
JLEADEBS
<
' a convention at the Country
" p
Thursday night of last week
*t /*%|Herm Sapiro played at the
M-.^UjOn dance. Among those also
• it were Norval Wyrick and
i * HeCormick.

*

'I

feace

i alley Springs attracted sev,,
>acificites last weekend. Sun" light, Doug Campbell, Mary
Hertha Rausch, Betty
!,,j, Dub Smallwood, Howard
,sitj iy and Helen Cortelyou were
% those enjoying dinner there.
. ' ^iv/here was Bob Wentz?
' *6 ,, OR COLLEGE
cr^its attended the reception for
College students almost en
! jjYq Sunday afternoon. Were
n»t it Rooking for something?
j„r^t6UT SPORTS
.. 'tolumn
would not be com•ftj 'V.-i
lol
so some news from the ski
Bonnie Smith and Bill
Ptif,
ler got some nice work in
f0. ^
' unday at Cold Springs. Jace Burton, Martha Guifford,
Stewart and Mary Rice week' p'<1ln
lat Lon£ Barn. Also at Cold
dr., *
were Miss Ethylmae Hill
( *" IJlss Josephine Smith.

Valentine s Day Is
Tau Kappa Kappa
Dance Motif
Romance and rhythm will com-fKappa house and be served by
bine at the annual Valentine's Edith Claire Hixon, Patty Mason,
dance at Tau Kappa Kappa soror and Rae Hungerford.
ity house tomorrow night when
At the conclusion of dinner, radio
members and their escorts enjoy dancing will b. enjoyed until one
a progressive dinner followed by a o'clock.
radio dance.
Patrons and patronesses for the
Frilly valentines will be used to dance will be Dean and Mrs. James
further the motif in decorations C. Corson, Mr. and M$s. Robert
as planned by Rose Marie Doug Burns, and Miss Ellen Deering,
lass, Melba Lloyd, Olga Kalim, housemother.
Alice Keehner and Norma James,
Aline Durst, Jean Strong, Eliza
members of the decorating com beth Douglas, Betty Anne Smith,
mittee.
Doris Sherwood, Lois Mae Ventre,
The group will meet at the sor Joyce Bovey, Barbara Gammons,
ority house first for cocktails with Olga Kalmin, Dawn Walters, Rose
Jean Strong and Barbara Gam Marie Douglas, Dorothy Dinubilo,
mons in charge.
Norma James, Edith Claire Hixon,
Dorothy Dinubilo's home will be Alice Ladd and Rae Hungerford
the setting for the service of the will be included among the
salad course, with Elinor Shepard hostesses present.
and Dawn Walters assisting Miss
Their guests include Fred Gar
Dinubilo.
rison, Bill Johnson, Myron Suther
Main course will be served at the land, Ed Vollgraff, Carroll Austin,
home of Elizabeth Douglas with Bob Bovey, Houston Keehner, Clair
the assistance of Lois Mae Ventre Tatton, Jack Hemingway, George
and Betty Anne Smith.
Gannon, Bob Stark, Edgar Fee,
For the dessert course, which Clarence Bancroft, Edson Tenant,
will repeat the Valentine theme, Herman Gaumnitz and Neal An
the group will return to the Tau derson.

Writers And
Epsilon House
, ^ception Will Composers
Has Formal
>nor New
To Dine
Installation
Members of the new San Joaquin
. Indents
County Branch of the California
Formal installation of officers of

: v .. erson Hall will be the set» hu a ,jr the traditional Senior Col*n41Reception honoring new stu•t u
to which all Senior College
ts are cordially invited next
•o licten hi<y evening at eight o'clock.
s will be greeted by Fresid Mrs. Tully Cleon Knoles,
an and Mrs. Fred L. Far.n and Mrs. James C. Cor)ean Opal Berg, Dean and
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Composers' and Writers' Society,
which includes several Paciflcites,
will honor Dean and Mrs. John
Gilchrist Elliott of the Pacific Con
servatory, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Cushing of the University
of California Music Department,
at a formal dinner tomorrow eve
ning. The affair will be held at
the Oakland Women's City Club in
the Italian Room and" the public
lounge.
The dinner will precede a musical
program which will feature com
positions by member composers.
During the dinner two honoray
memberships will be awarded to
Mr. Manlio Silva of the Stockton
Symphony Orchestra and to Dean
Elliott of the Conservatory here.
An attendance of nearly fifty
is expected at the first event in
which the local group has parti
cipated with the other chapters
of the society.

OMEGA PHI
PLANS RUSH

Omega Phi Alpha fraternity men
discussed social plans for the new
semester at their regular meeting
last night.
Announcement was made of the
opening rush date, February 16,
and arrangements for the follow
ing two weeks of rushing were
tentatively set.

February Specials
Featuring . . .
MACAROON

ROLL

Delicious Roll of Cherry Ice Cream Rolled in
baroon Crumbs.
Quart

39c

For Valentines

Epsilon Lambda Sigma, was con
ducted at the semi-annual cor
poration meeting of the house last
Saturday. Miss Alice Tilton of Roswell, New Mexico, retiring presi
dent, installed the new officers at
the traditional candle-lit ceremony.
Miss Margaret Trabert, president
for the next semester, presented
Miss Tilton with a lovely bouquet
of American Beauty roses.
The ceremony was preceded by a
luncheon attended by Alumnae,
members and pledges of the house.
Hostesses were Mrs. Ethel Flack,
house mother, and Mrs. Thomas E.
Connoly, Jr., corporation president.
Miss Trabert will be assisted by
the following officers: Vice-Presi
dent — Marguerite Etzel, House
Manager—Virginia Sack, Record
ing Secretary — Patricia Seavers,
Corresponding Secretary—Julianne
Wright, Social Secretary — Jean
Caubu, Librarian and Historian—
Miml Gould, Chaplain — Barbara
Reinle, Treasurer — Jane Jordan,
Sergeant at Arms—Merle Morton.
Attending the luncheon were:
Mrs. Lester Tiscornla, Mrs. Thomas
E. Connolly, Jr., Mrs. Willard
Harms, Miss Mardot Barth, Mrs.
John Spooner, Mrs. Jack Ritchie,
Miss Jean Humphries, Miss Evelyn
King, Miss Helen Arbogast, Miss
Helen Jean Torvend, Mrs. Austin
Coggins and Mrs. Roger Baer,
alumnae. Marlon Bach, Camille
Goff, Mimi Gould, Jean Miller,
Virginia Sack, Alice Tilton, Norma
Bentley, Jan Wright, Reba Sinclair,
Peggy Corkett, Kay Lund, Lora
Childs, Mary Barbara Baer, Jean
Arnot, Dorothy Sack, Doris Ran
kin, Barbara Lee Squires, Mar
guerite Etzel, Virginia Chapman,
Jean Caubu, Madge Hepburn, Bar
bara Reinle, Jean Morgan, Adrian
Squires, Merle Morton, Jane Jor
dan, Margaret Trabert, Betty Fink,
Barbara Bower, Betty Rae Stone,
Claribel Coffman, and Jo Stone.

QUALITY ICE CREAM

*8 Pacific Ave.

Phone 7-7095

*

•

Dessert bridge will take its theme
from St. Valentine's day at one
thirty o'clock Saturday afternoon
when the Archania's Mothers Club
gives a benefit at the Alpha Kappa
Phi fraternity ho^se on the Pacific
campus.
"Hearts and Flowers" will be the
general moyf for the afternoon,
as outlined by Mrs. J. F. Blinn,
chairman of the party. Heading
other committees are Mrs. Ste
phen Blewett, prizes; Mrs. J. Ziegler, decorations; Mrs. Felix Poletti
and Mrs. B. S. Crittendon and
Mrs. Gladys Fay Briare, reserva
tions; Mrs. Fred Norton, tallies;
Mrs. Roy S. Akers, Mrs. B. Learned,
Mrs. Fred Boyes, Mrs. L. Beckwith,
Mrs. J. Rose, Mrs. F. Wilson, Mrs.
F. Erz, and Mrs. Carl Leale, re
freshments; Mrs. Briare, publicity.
Reservations have already been
secured by Mesdames D. H. Schroebel, Ed Rimington, L. L. Ventre,
Charles Minahen, E. M. Lehn, H.
G. Launspach, Ralph Mitseher, E.
E. Bravo, C. A. Fitzgerald, Thomas
Stewart, Walter Evans, Briare,
Peter Mignacco, A. Muzio, Hugh
Tye, Louis J. Vannuccini, Henry
Newman, Leland Page, Fred Brachetta, Fred Olmstead, Fred Nor
ton, Louis Chiapale, Philip C. Bea
ton, J. H. Collins, M. E. Philips,
Henry L. Richardson, Blinn, Len
Honey, Joseph Brighetto, Dan Rus
sell, John Germain, A. E. Boehme
and Blewett; Misses Emily Dodge,
Agnes Lynch and Martha Pierce.
Those desiring to attend what
promises to be a very entertain
ing affair are invited to phone
3-2495 or 2-6443 for reservations.
* » *

•

"Hazel Clair and Tom" inscribed
on tiny heart-shaped cards revealed
the engagement of Miss Hazel Clair
Kreim and Mr. Thomas George at
a luncheon Saturday, January 28,
at the home of the bride-elect's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
Lawrence Kreim, in Antioch.
Pink carnations and white nar
cissi centered the table, and at
each cover was a corsage bou
quet containing the announcement
card. Pink and white tapers com
pleted the color note.
Miss Kreim is a student at the
Colege of the Pacific and a pledge
to Orchesis. She is a former stu
dent of the Fanchon and Marco
School of the Dance and a past
honored queen of Job's Daughters.
She is also affiliated with the Or
der of Eastern Star.
Mr. George, whose home is in
Palo Alto, attended the San Ma
teo Junior College and graduated
from the College of the Pacific
with the class of '37. While on the
campus, he was prominent in stu
dent activities, a member of the
football team, and affiliated with
Rho Lambda Phi fraternity.

Miss Alice Tilton, retiring presi
dent of Epsilon Lambda Sigma,
entertained her fellow officers at
a beautifully appointed breakfast
Sunday morning, at the home of
Mrs. J. M. Bond. Bouquets of vio
lets formed attractive centerpieces
for the tables, and at each place
was a tiny favor symbolizing the
duties of each officer.
Guests were: Mrs. Ethel Flack,
house mother, Virginia Sack —
House Manager, Jean Miller—VicePresident, Lora Childs—Recording
Secretary, Mary Barbara Baer —
Corresponding Secretary, Norma
Bentley—Social Secretary, Betty
Rae Stone—Librarian and Histor
ian, Margaret Trabert—Chaplain,
Marguerite Etzel—Treasurer, Jean
Morgan—Sergeant-at-Arms, Patri
cia Seavers, Jan Wright, Barbara
Lee Squires, council members.

Phi Mu Alpha
Initiates Ten
Members
Adolf W. Otterstein, Supreme
Vice-President of the National Mu
sic Fraternity, Phi Mu Alpha, came
to Stockton accompanied by Mr.
Thomas Eagen, the province Gov
ernor of the Western Province to
witness the initiation of ten new
members into Beta Pi Chapter.
The ceremony was held in Ander
son Hall Friday evening, February
third.
President of the local chapter,
Alvin E. Liedstrand, presided over
the initiation ceremony taking in
as new members, Messrs. Wesley
Dunton, Ellis Elder, Irving Fritz,
Bob Harrison, Forrest Honnold,
Clayton Long, Paul Lutz, Ted Nor
ton, Andrew Shook, and Henry
Woodrum.
At the conclusion of the initia
tion refreshments were served at
the Palace resturaant. Mr. Otter
stein spoke informally to the group
before returning to San Jose, where
he is the head of the Music De
partment of San Jose State Col
lege.
He was recently elected to his
position in the fraternity at the
national convention held in Wash
ington D. C., during the Christmas
holidays. President Liedstrand, of
the local chapter also attended the
convention in the East. Taking
over Mr. Otterstein's former duties
as Province Governor of the West
ern Province is Mr. Eagen, also a
professor of music at San Jose
State.
During the social hour Mr. Lied
strand announced the coming
events for the chapter during this
month, starting off Tuesday eve
ning with a gigantic musical pro
gram put on entirely by the newly
initiated members with Andrew
Shook and Paul Lutz in charge.
On Monday evening, February
20th the chapter will celebrate Na
tional Music Day with a program
of recordings to be held at Ted
Norton's home here in Stockton.
Mr. Bodley is conducting the record
program and is acting as musical
commentator for the evening. Be
sides music of the past masters,
modern compositions of contem
porary writers of today will be
heard.

Mu ZetaRho Snow
Ball Is Winter
Formal Theme
Tonight will be the occasion for+Miss Opal Berg, Dr. and Mrs.
the twenty-fifth annual winter Harold Jacoby, and Mr. Robert
formal at Mu Zeta Rho when the Fenix will attend as patrons and
sorority presides over its Snow patronesses for the evening.
Ball from nine until one o'clock.
Among members and pledges
Blue and white will be effectively planning to be present are Pat
combined with silver to strike the Carson, Betty Dixon, Vivienne
decorative note throughout the Manary, Hertha Rausch, Betty
decorations. Silver models of the Booth, Phyllis Grimshaw, Beverly
house symbol will adgrn the mantle Miller, Barbara Caswell, Meri Wolf,
and form a background for the or Doris Marsh, Mildred Lagomarsino,
chestra.
Ruth Lombardi, Junan Bronzich,
Patricia Carson, who is general Gayle Rawles, Dorothy Bartholo
chairman of the affair, is being mew, Janice Morrill, and Frances
assisted with arrangements by Hallmark, Frances Richardson,
Vivienne Manary and Betty Dixon. Mary Rannay, Bernadine Badger.
Frances Hallmark, chairman of
Their guests include Roy Mur
the music committee, has engaged phy, Bob Coe, Yolland Johnson,
Herm Sapiro and his orchestra for Jr., Howard Hawley, Ed Seville,
the evening.
Barre Stevens, Bill Scantlebury,
Betty Booth heads the committee Ray McGlothen, Jerry Keithley,
designing bids, which have the Dub Smallwood, Walter Manning,
form of silver and white snowballs. Duane Sewell, Norm Hoffman,
Members of the decorating com Omer Crane, Ted Norton, Howard
mittee include Meri Wolf, Junan Lewis, Bob Lyman, Latta Ross,
Bronzich, Phyllis Grimshaw, Bar George Blaifass and Jimmy Fox.
bara Caswell, and Gayle Rawls.
Refreshment will be served
Mrs. Lucy Forkner, house mother, throughout the evening from a
will be hostess for the dance, and table appointed in silver and white.

THE BEST WAY TO SAY

"TO MY VALENTINE"
is with an attractively
packaged box of one
of our fine

"Haas Candies"
Sizes from

35c to $2.00

R o s e P h a r m a cy
2002 Pacific Avenue

Phone 2-7953

fate's**.'
faatcA
and you '11 discover that
vtwo and two are six!
With a snug-fitting jacket, a plaid pleated
skirt or two and several soft pastel
sweaters, you'll find that more than half
your wardrobe problems are solved —
and to your advantage!

HAND-LOOMED JACKETS
Lovely two-toned pastels in finest handloomed fabrics make these luxurious
jackets.

14.95

Jim....
Formerly of
San Francisco

Opening Special
Shampoo and Fingerwave, 75c
Permanent Waves, $3.50 up
Manicures, 50c and 75c

For better business positions

UNUSUAL TWEED JACKETS
Copies of tweed imports, these jackets
are just right for campus wear. In
color and monotone.

7.95 to 12.95

Jim's Beauty
Salon

HUMPHREYS
(Since 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber Stockton

448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Mothers In
Benefit
Bridge

Alice Tilton
Is Hostess
Hazel C.Kreim To Officers
Thomas George
Are Betrothed

Dean Opal Berg, Mrs. Louis Vannuccini and Miss Nella Rogers were
dinner guests Monday evening of
Mu Zet-a Rho sorority.

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

!$S

Margaret Harmon was elected
secretary of Women's Hall at the
first house meeting of the semester
held Monday, February 6. Other
nominees included Dorothy Meith
and Elaine Burns.
Florence Malik still holds the
office of president, and the elec
tion of Council members will be
held next week.
As a large percentage of the
members of the dorm received
cinches last semester, it was ruled
that in the future girls of Women's
Hall who receive two or more
cinches will be compelled to study
in a given place from 7:00 until
9:00 p. m. daily until their work
is satisfactory. Social activities
may also be barred as a reminder
that school work must not be ne
glected. Council members will have
charge of conducting this new plan.
Definite dates for coming dances
of the semester were set and a
radio dance v^as chosen as the
first social event. The dance to be
held on March 17 will have a St.
Patrick's Day theme and will be
given in the lobby of Women's
Hall.
April 14 was selected as the
date for a barn dance, and the
regular semester formal will be
held May 19. It has not yet been
decided where these two dances
will be given.
A letter of thanks from the
Children's Home was read in ap
preciation of the donation of a
tree and gifts at Christmas time.
It was unanimously voted that the
dorm will donate a tree each year
to the home.
New girls of the dorm were in
troduced and included Mildred
Barnett, Helen Cabral, Jane Delphe,
Betty Fullerton, Barbara Gibbons,
Margaret Harmon, Harriet Hender
son, Carolyn Hunt, Betty Harkness,
Virginia McGovern, Jewel Otterson, Jacqueline Ritchie, Judy Sullwold, Ruth Udden and Alice War
ren.

THREE GUESTS

BLUE RIBBON
New and Fancy Valentine Boxes

Women's Hall
Plans Spring
Program

2331 Pacific Ave.
Win your way to her
heart — with a box
of these delicious candies. She'll
love them — and she'll love the
thought behind the gift.
Let
Johnston speak for youl Choose
from our wide selection, or phone
in your order end we'll deliver.

Ph. 2-2663

Forty-Nine Drug Co.
Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found In a
First-Class Pharmacy

Phone 4-4744
DAN MORRISON, Prop.

CUB HOUSE

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

Pleated or gored, plaid or plain, we have
the skirt to match your jacket and
sweaters. In crepes and fine flannels.

5.95
SWEATERS

Holden Drug Co.

A GOOD PLACE TO

SKIRTS

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

No one complains of having too many
sweaters because you can't have too
many. See our soft pastel slip-overs at
1.95 to 3.95. Nothing outlasts the sim
plicity of a classic sheer-wool sweater
at 2.50. You can't be without a loopstitch kid mohair yarn slip-over and
cardigan at 3.50 and 3.95. Mix your
colors — lime-ice, lilac, syclamen and
purple.

SMITH &LANG.
~MjCUSL^LL JfZtirLffajtiqujLru^

IZhxmjL.
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Tigers Meet Wolves In
Loop Opener Tonight
Bengals Stalking Victory After
Being "Unfed" In No. Cal. Play
Coach Ralph Francis' Hard-luck Hoopsters will begin
a determined drive tonight to wind up with a few more
victories than they have been getting in the past when
they open their Far Western Conference drive this
week-end in a two-game series with the Nevada Wolf
Pack, defending champions.
In comparing the records of the<>
two quintets so far this season,

neither squad has a record of which
they can be extremely proud.
The Tigers have dropped more
games than the Wolves, but they
have been up against tougher com
petition.

BEAT BULLDOGS TWICE
In F. W. C. play, the Nevadans
are batting .500, having lost two
tilts to the Chico State Wildcats,
but came back strong last week
to down in the Fresno Bulldogs in
a two-game series on the Reno
courts.
The Wolf Pack's main offensive
weapon is "Big John" Radovich,
6 feet 4 inches, center who tips
the beams f.t 215 lbs. His consis
tent all-around play and accurate
shooting should mark him as the
outstanding player on the floor
when the two teams tangle tonight.
Ray Harris and Ted Olson, sixfoot guards, Max Forbes, flashy
forward from Sacramento and
Etchemendy fill out the starting
lineup for the visitors.
TIGERS WORK HARD

Meanwhile, the Tiger hoopmen,
having finished in the cellar of the
Northern California Conference,
have no intentions of ending up
in the same position again.
Unless there are last minute
changes, Rippon, Higgins, McWilliams, Koehler and' Doyle should be
in the opening line-up, with Dahl,
Adamina, Hoffman and Dunlap sure
to see some action. Walt Kelley,
who has been laid up for the past
several weeks, may also see action
tonight.

Kjeldsonites
Face Menlo,
Cruisers
After having trounced their last
two foes in a satisfactory style,
the Tiger Cubs go to work again
tonight and tomorrow when they
meet the Stevens Cruisers and the
strong Men*) Jaysee quintet.
Chris Kjeldson's lads were vic
tims of the Menlo five once already
this year and will be out to re
deem themselves. The Cubs have
been playing a good brand of ball
and with their two dead-eyes,
Monagan and Miller plunking them
in from all angles, the boys should
put up-a stiff battle for the visi
tors.
The Tigerlets had an easy time
with the Yuba Jaysee and walked
over them to the tune of 48 to 21.
Miller was high point man with
nine counters chalked up to his
credit, while Camicia and Monagan
followed in short order. Half time
score was 27 to 7.
Against the reputedly strong San
Francisco J. C. five the locals again
ran rough-shod over their oppo
nents to take them into camp by
42 to 19 score. Coach Kjeldson sub
stituted freely, but everyone was
having a hot night and the boys
piled up a huge lead at the offset
and were never overtaken.
Miller was again the main scor
ing weapon garnering 14 points,
Rogers followed with eight count
ers, while Monagan collected seven.

BASEBALL MEETING TODAY
This afternoon at 2:30 in Ander• Attending last Monday's meet
son Hail, a meeting of all men in ing were Milt Greenblatt, Eric
terested in the establishment of Jacobscn, Frank McDonnell, Clem
baseball will be held to set a date Swaggerty, Hugh McWilliams, Roy
for the opening of practice and to Cooper, Ed Hamn, Francis Finney,
work out plans for the coming Dave Brownell, Sam Cheney, Bill
campaign.
Becker, Bob Coe, Ralph Francis
At the initial baseball meeting and Earl Jackson, the last three
Monday, Bill Becker, Francis Fin named representing the Athletic
ney and Hugh McWilliams were Department.
Today's turnout is expected to
appointed a committee to draw up
a financial report and plan of ac draw out ALL men interested in
tion for presentation to the Board the sport. Every athlete with base
of Athletic Control at the next ball tendencies is invited to attend.
,—o
Board meeting.
iLLEGE STUDENTS!

hate's what you ve
bean waiting pot . . .
A COMPLETE PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER
REMINGTON

Remette

4T

and the NEW UNDER
WOOD, ROYAL, CORO
NA and N O I S E L E S S
PORTABLES.
On our easy payment
plan, and remember "No
interest or carrying
charge."
Rent Any Make
Standard Machine

J

MONTHS
AA
FOR
95«UU

Intra-Mural
Swim Meet
Scheduled
Plans for the annual Intra-mural
swimming meet, according to
Coach Chrte Kjeldson, are going
ahead at full speed with the con
tests slated for February 23 and 24.
Each club may enter two swim
mers in each event, except the re
lays. A man may compete in three
events, relays excluded, except
that no man may compete in more
than one race of 100 yards or over.
On the first day of the meet,
heats will be run off in the 220
yard free, 50 yard free, 100 yard
free, 50 yard backstroke and the
50 yard breast stroke. The follow
ing day the finals will be run off
in these events along with the
diving, plunge for distance and the
100 yard relay, free style.
First place in the relays will be
awarded ten points, with each
lower place winner receiving two
points less. All other event's will be
awarded on the basis of a 6-4-3-2-1
point score.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

FREE DELIVERY

BOB'S

STOCKTON
Typewriter Co.

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

436 E. Market Street
Phone 2-8514

UEBRfl
It's A Scream!

CLOWES' DAIRY

Melvin Douglas
Virginia Bruce

•'There's That
Woman Again"

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Thrills-Action

Farm
West's Lane

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Phone
6-6916;

Ralph Bellamy
Fay Wray

"Smashing the Spy
Ring"

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street S
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Edited By Alex Donsker

A GOAL? No, HE MISSED

Dear Lord:
Please give my basketball play
ers better eyesight so that they
can sink more buckets in their
basketball games. Protect each
and every one of them, let no in
jury befall them; we must be at
full strength the rest of the sea
son so that we can win some ball
games.
Please instill Into the hearts of
my players more fight and spirit
so that they may help me to main
tain my job. I have lived a clean,
honorable life and believe I am
deserving of these few favors.
Hoping to see results tonight and
tomorrow night,
Very truly yours,
(Signed)
RALPH FRANCIS,
Coach

Group Leaves At
Six P. M. For
Cold Creek
Leaving Stockton for the great
white trails of Cold Creek, Cali
fornia tomorrow morning at the
crisp hour of 6 a. m., the College
of the Pacific Ski-Club wiU launch
Its first official snow trip of the
"39" winter season.
After being forced to postpone
their opening excursion several
times due to unforseen circum
stances, the newly organized club,
composed of C. O. P. and Stockton
J. C. skiers, set Saturday as the
definite date for their initial snow
party.

Orton On N.Y.A.
Sub-Committee
Dwayne Orton, president of the
Junior College, was recently ap
pointed by the California State Ad
visory Committee of the National
Youth Administration to serve on a
sub-committee on college and
graduate aid.
His duties are to review the work
of the division of college and
graduate aid and to give counsel
in connection with the better op
eration of that phase of the Youth
Administration program.
Mr. Orton will attend the first
meeting of this sub-committee to
morrow in San Francisco.
CLASSICAL CLUB MEETS
Dr. R. D. Hermann of Stanford
University will be the speaker at
the Classical Club meeting next
Wednesday evening. The meeting
will be held at the home of Mrs.
C. A. Broaddus, 1036 N. Center St.
Dr. Hermann will read a paper on
Quinilian, the great Roman edu
cator.

WANTED
By the Pacific
Co-Op House
2 Students for Board
$18.00 Per Month
1 Man for Room and
Board
$25.00 Per Month
Apply 112 Euclitl Avenue
Dial 8-2234

By ALEX DONSKER

Amen

Ski-Bos Plan
Snow Trip
Tomorrow

SKI TOURNAMENT
Meeting last Wednesday eve
ning to make final arrangements
for tomorrow's big frolic and ap
prove the constitution drawn up
by the club's executive committee,
the charter members discussed the
problems of their coming all-college
ski tournament, which will be
opened to all Pacific, Stockton
J. C. students and faculty members.
The main problem confronting
the club members is setting the
date for their ski tournament.
Although no definite date has been
scheduled as yet, it was agreed
that the meet should be held in
conjunction with the Junior-Senior
outing if possible to insure an
enthusiastic turnout and create
keener competition.
LIBRARIAN SPEAKS
At the close of the Wednesday
evening pow-wow Albert C. Gerould, Pacific's librarian, gave a
talk on his skiing experiences at
Dartmouth College and how they
run the ski meets in the New
Engaland states. In the conclusion
of his speech Mr. Gerould stated
that California has it all over the
East when it comes to ski trails,
as the Eastern trails are infested
with underbrush and trees which
have to be cut away before winter
sets. Where as in California the
trails are natural with little forrestation interference.
Dick Swain, club president, states
that skiing is Pacific's fastest grow
ing winter sport and that both col
leges will be entering intercol
legiate tournaments in the near
future.

Senior, Faculty
Battle Tuesday

A L ' S
TIGER
T A L K

At Last . . .
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Here's an embarrassing shot of ETHAN HIGGINS
(12) missing an easy set-up in the opening minutes of
the second half of the Santa Clara tilt. PAUL RIPPON
(11) is going in for a follow-up shot while McCARY
(9) and NELSON (11) of the Broncos stand by watch
ing proceedings.

we're through with that Northern
Cal. Loop for one more year. Well,
at least we did better than last
year. We won a game this year.
Tonight the Tigers begin play in
the Far Western Conference, hop
ing to find the competition a little
less tough.
The Wolves have been an up
and down team so far this season,
but in their last few games they
have definitely been on the "up
and up." In other words, ye Ben
gal hoopsters won't have quite such
an easy time with the Nevadans.
Not the kind of time Stagg's foot
ballers had with the Reno eleven.
But the Wolves are definitely not
in the same class as Santa Clara's
Broncos. Both teams are on fair
ly even terms, and the breaks may
decide the game. Look for two
close, hard-fought basketball games
tonight and tomorrow.

BRONCS AGAIN WALLOP
PACIFIC CAGERS, THIS
TIME BY 45-33 SCORE

Faculty Vs. Seniors

paign with one victory out of eight attempts.

Ferdinand Stuff

"Old Men" Threaten Entire Seni<
Class If They Aren't Victors fe

W

Civil War with a modern trend will break
the Pacific Pavilion next Tuesday night whe
Seniors and the Faculty get together for their
die basketball struggle to help the Benefit Milk
for Infant Seniors. With the date of the hectic str

Nevada Cagers
Win Twice
Over Bulldogs

Spartans Win
Easily Over
USF, 45-30

SANTA CLARA (45)—
Fg.
4
Hale, f
Passaglia, f. ...
3
Case, f
0
2
Nelson, c
0
D. Lautze, c. ..
Felipe, g
1
McCary, g. ...
0
B. Lautze, g. .
Giannini, g. ...
Feerick, g
Totals
PACIFIC (33)—
• Fg.
.... 2
Rippon, f
McWilliams, f. . .... 3
.... 0
Dunlap, f
2
Hoffman, f.

Half-time score—Santa Clara, 21
Ft. Pt. College of Pacific, 10.
1
9
Free throws missed—Passaglia
7 2, Giannini, Rippon, Adamina.
1
1
1
Officials—Leith and Bailey.
6
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
20
2
0
0

FACULTY THREATENS
They also made it clear that not
only the Senior team members, but
the entire Senior Class is in dan
ger of flunking if the Faculty quin
tet loses the ball game. In other
words, they are trying to put the
boys in a nice shady spot behind
the eight-ball.
The Oid Men are employing
novel methods to get in shape for
the- coming clash. Prof. Waldo is
getting in condition by working on
the S. C. A. cabin, while it is ru
mored that "Beefy" Burns has
been slaving away on a Faculty
fund for officials and scorekeepers
—that is if the Faculty wins the
game.
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PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP
"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"
SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH
and
DINNER

2043 Pacific Avenue
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(Specials)

Honeymoon
Ice Cream Cake Roll
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Peanut Brittle Ice Cream

Fast Curb Service
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have started a movement to pro
vide special scholarships for citi
zens of Pan-American nations.
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Pacific might have had the best
player on the court, but they
didn't have the best team and so
dropped another decision in No.
Cal. Conference play last Satur
day night to the University of San
Francisco Dons by a 32 to 29 score.
The best player was probably in
the person of Paul Rippon who
ran circles around the Don defense
to score high point honors with 14
markers. Guinee was runner-up
with ten markers, while Fair and
McvWilliams followed closely.
The only consolation the Tigers
had was that they held Tony Fra
nusich, the league's leading scor
er, to a grand total of a goose-egg
for the evening's work.
At times the Bengals showed
signs of playing the brand of bas
ketball they are capable of, and on
other occasions they played sloppy
ball and would have been easy prey
for any good high school outfit.
The box score:
Pacific—
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THE HEADLINERS FOR SPRINf'l^Y

The U. S. F. sports editor has
blossomed out early with his selec
tion of an all-conference quintet
. . . the first team included Nel
son and Hale of Santa Clara,
Franusich of the Ddns, Wood of
St. Marys and Bendich of the
Spartans. , . .
His second team included Felipe
and Ferrick of the Broncs, Kotta
of San Jose, Andrae of St. Marys
and McWILLIAMS of Pacific. . . .
Not a bad selection, but he might
have mentioned Bud Doyle,'at least
on the second team.
o

Higgins
McWilliams
Koehler
Dahl
Dunlap
Hoffman
Adamina
Doyle

Thir^

Hearing, the Faculty have already*
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The
Domestic
begun their protesting and alibi" Science
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'Te^C,.
ing in case they come out on the ment has also entered the J. ''"no*
8 ^ cher'J
and
claims
to
be
on
the
w
wrong end of the score.
8
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In the first place they will pro side, having designed flasfr ro<F '
4
test against any Senior who has outfits for the elderlv als" „
wear.
i»terseen a basketball before, who
1
ti°h
weighs over 135 pounds and is SENIORS WORK HARD LV°lu 0f jfoui
more than 5 feet 8 inches in height.
From the depths of the \ o*'pe' h's bro«

Next Tuesday night the Tiger
campus will be treated to a very
rare form of basketball maneuvers
—the Senior-Faculty clash. This
game is the only means the Block
"P"' Society has (aside from dues)
of raising a little mazuma for their
activities during the year. The Fac
Santa Clara's Early Lead Too Much For Tiger
ulty are good enough to spare their
Hoopsters To Overcome In Second Half
time to participate in the game,
so each and every student should
Santa Clara had too much on the ball for Coach be willing to spend one-quar ter of
Ralph Francis' cagers last Tuesday night and the Tigers a dollar to see a bang-up game,
once more went down to defeat, this time by a 45-38 thrills, chills, spills and laughs in
score, thus ending their Northern Cal. Conference cam cluded.

The Bengals were on fairlyV
even terms with the visitors un
til the closing minutes of the
first half when the Broneomen
got hot and increased their 11 to
9 lead to 21-10 before the first
half ended. Toddy Giannini was
responsible for the sudden out
The University of Nevada made
burst, sinking three field goals
a
clean sweep of its basketball
in a row.
The Francismen came back a series with the Fresno Staters when
they copped the double header by
little stronger in the second half
scores
of 54 to 40 and 52 to 30.
in an attempt to make a ball
Fresno took an early lead in
game out of the somewhat drab
affair, but to no avail, the first both games, but soon were over
half lead of the Broncs was too taken by a superior Nevada five.
Harris, Nevada guard, was the out
much to overcome.
standing man on the floor, making
PAST BREAK
seventeen points for high score in
Coach Barsi's quintet used a the second tilt.
terrific fast break which the
The Bulldogs found the .Nevada
Tigers were unable to stop ex defense impregnable and resorted
cept in rare spurts. Their pass to long shots, but were unable to
ing under the basket was ex sink them with enough consistency.
ceptional and helped them to set
o
up cinch shots time and again.
HOFFMAN SHINES
One shining light in the dark
ness of defeat came out in the
person of Lloyd Hoffman who
made a surprisingly good show
ing in the few minutes he was
San Jose State strengthened its
in the game. He scored five points bid for runner-up honors in the
for the local cause and played a Northern California Intercollegiate
bang-up defensive game. He'll be basketball conference last Tuesday
seeing a lot more action in the night by defeating the University
remaining tilts on the Tiger of San Francisco, 45 to 30.
schedule.
The Spartans were out in front
Outstanding for the Broncs was all the way and never had much
Giannini, whom his teammates trouble with the Dons. Bendich
fed for 20 points, including nine and Kotta of the Spartans were
field goals. Hale, big Ed Nelson the main works in the Spartan
and Passaglia also stood out for attack.
the Santa Clarans.
Ethan Higgins stole high point Higgins,
..... 4
.2
10
honors for the Tigermen with ten Avery, c
0
0
0
counters, while Rippon followed Doyle, g
0
0
closely with nine and McWilliams Koehler, g
0
0
0
with eight. Doyle, Dunlap and Gahl, g
0
0
0
Dahl also showed up fairly well Adamina, g. ...
1
1
for the locals.
Totals
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